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 MERTZON — I’ve been making the weekly sheep sales over in San Angelo lately. Not to buy 
anything, but just to visit the boys who gather around such affairs. 
 Auction rings aren’t designed for most country people to make money in. Yet killing time where 
the odors and sounds are familiar is far superior to being run down on a discount store’s parking lot, or 
standing on a street corner trying to guess whether the youngsters passing by are boys or girls. 
 The atmosphere in the Wool Capital’s marketing area is about like that at other auctions. Graders 
and truckers swarm in every day. Ranchers are drawn to the spot thicker than rug merchants to Persia. And 
unless a commission man is stricken by multiple fractures in both hind legs, the whole fraternity passes by 
during the day. 
 Hanging around the stock vending action sure does make these people skeptical. You can take a 
chap naive enough to believe that all politicians are nurtured in a log cabin and, after a season’s experience 
on the market, he wouldn’t take a cashier’s check guaranteed by the Manhattan Trust Company and 
countersigned by the Ford Foundation. 
 Their distrust of their fellow man gets so bad that you dare not tell a story at the ring. 
 The other day for instance, I struck a group in the lobby discussing the current 45-day heat wave. 
To hold up my end of the conversation, I started to tell the about a caged prairie dog at the ranch that hadn’t 
laid an egg in six weeks because of the high temperatures. 
 Now, you never saw so much snickering and rib punching in your life. There these hombres were, 
well along in their middle years, burdened by such ignorance of nature that they didn’t know that prairie 
dogs stop laying eggs during hot weather. Furthermore, their minds were so closed that they didn’t stay for 
the rest of the story; in a jiffy they scattered in four directions. 
 It didn’t make any difference. If that bunch of smart alecs want to go through life thinking hoot 
owls and chickens are the only animals that lay eggs, let it come to pass. Education of the masses is the 
popular theme today, but this doesn’t mean that a country-bound rancher is obligated to enlighten a group of 
auction ring sweaters. 
 As you may know, the same sort of refusal to learn prevails among the last vestiges of primitive 
man, the Aborigines of Australia. Those unbroken wanderers still don’t believe that the whites are civilized. 
Just because the early explorers of the continent put arsenic in the natives’ watering holes and taught them 
to drink whiskey without warning them of hangovers, those dumbheads can’t define civilization with a 400-
page dictionary for support. 
 As a result, the tribes don’t understand the cultural value of war. They don’t have an inkling of the 
significance of the modern lenient attitude toward looting and burning private property. If you tried to 
explain to them that starving folks to death through taxation is the price of progress, chances are you’d have 
about as much luck getting the same idea over to an alligator. 
 None, not a smattering, of man’s achievements have changed their opinion. How on earth they 
continue to live in the past is a mystery. Boomerang hunting might be a might fine sport, but look what 
they’re missing every year by not being able to join the redcaps in the United States for the thrill of hearing 
bullets ricochet through the valleys. Another thing that makes them seem even more backward is their 
continuing to emphasize the poisoning of their streams when over here industry has done that on a scale that 
makes arsenic look like Kool-Aid; and that’s not mentioning the tremendous steps that have been made in 
befouling our air. 
 Perhaps it’s a bit far fetched to compare auction ring loafers to primitive tribes in Australia. Yet 
ignorance is ignorance wherever it exists. The rejection of knowledge is the same old stuff whether it’s 
being so dumb that all you know is what end of a whip a popper goes on, or so stupid that you think people 
are uncivilized because they poison human drinking water. 
 Fortunately the auction ring set can continue in darkness without shaking the world. To teach them 
a simple fact of nature would be just about as hard as it would have been to convince an early day 
reservation Indian that Columbus was the gem of the ocean. It’s going to be a spell before I volunteer any 
more of my knowledge. 


